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Abstract 
James, I.M., The Lusternik-Schnirelmann theorem reconsidered, Topology and its Applications 
44 (1992) 197-202. 
The celebrated theorem of Lusternik and Schnirelmann [6], as reformulated by Palais [7] or 
Schwartz [lo], concerns the behaviour of smooth (i.e., C’) real-valued functions on a complete 
Riemannian manifold. The functions are required to be bounded below (or above) and to satisfy 
one further condition, the Palais-Smale condition.’ The theorem gives a lower bound, the 
Lusternik-Schnirelmann category, for the number of critical points of such a function. Without 
the Palais-Smale condition the result is no longer true. For example the exponential function of 
a single real variable has no critical points, although it is bounded below and the real line has 
category one. 
The purpose of this paper is to establish, by a variant of the classical argument, versions of the 
Lusternik-Schnirelmann theorem which are valid without the Palais-Smale condition. They reduce 
to the classical theorem when the manifold is compact and the condition is necessarily satisfied, 
but in the noncompact case provide new information when the condition is not satisfied. 
Keywords: Lusternik-Schnirelmann category, critical point, one-point compactification, Palais- 
Smale condition, end-point compactification. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54D35, 57R70, 58E05. 
1. Compactifications 
Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space which is not compact and let Y be 
the one-point compactification of X. We recall that Y is a compact Hausdorff space 
in which X is embedded as an open subspace. The complement of X is called the 
point at infinity and denoted by *, 
’ Also known as condition C. For a function 6 this requires that every sequence (x,,) of points of the 
manifold such that (4(x,,)) is bounded and Ildb(x,,)il +O contains a subsequence which converges to a 
critical point. 
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Suppose that we have a continuous real-valued function 4 : X + R. If 4 is proper, 
a continuous extension of $J over Y can be defined with values in the one-point 
compactification of Iw, i.e., the circle. For our purposes, however, it would be pointless 
to assume 4 to be proper, since that implies the Palais-Smale condition. Instead 
we use $J to embed X as a subspace of Y x [w through the function $:X + Y x [w, 
where 
rcl(x) = (x, 4(x)) (x E X) 
Note that rr1+9 = 4, where r : Y x Iw + aB denotes the second projection. 
Following Hopf [4] we describe an (infinite) sequence (x,) of points of X as 
divergent if each compact C = X contains not more than a finite number of terms 
of the sequence. Clearly the divergent sequences in X are precisely those which 
converge in Y to the point at infinity. We also describe a sequence ( W,,) of subsets 
of X as divergent if each compact Cc X meets at most a finite number of terms 
of the sequence. 
Suppose now that X is a noncompact Riemannian manifold, and that 4 is a 
smooth real-valued function on X. Usually a critical point of 4 is defined to be a 
point x E X such that /lc5’(x)]I = 0, where 4’ denotes the gradient 04 of 4. It makes 
no essential difference if we replace x here by the pair (x, c), where c = 4(x), so 
that the critical point is regarded as belonging to X x R. As usual the critical set, 
i.e., the set of critical points, is denoted by K, but for us K c X xR. 
Let us now extend the meaning of the term critical point to include the point at 
infinity, as follows. We describe the pair (*, c) as critical if X contains Cauchy- 
equivalent’ divergent sequences (x,) and (y,) such that (i) 4(x,,)-+ c and (ii) 
lI+‘(vn)ll +O. W e a so say that 4 has a criticalpoint at injinity at level c. For example 1 
the exponential function exp : R’ +tQ has a critical point at infinity at level zero. If 
4 is uniformly continuous we can assume (x,,) =(yn). The extended critical set 
L c Y x 02 is defined to consist of the critical points in the ordinary sense together 
with the critical points at infinity. 
Similar definitions can be made in the case of the Freudenthal or end-point 
compactification. For this we need X to be connected and locally connected, as 
well as locally compact, Hausdorff and noncompact. We recall (see [3]) that the 
end-point compactification 2 of X is a compact Hausdorff space in which X is 
embedded as an open subspace. The points of Z-X are called the ends of X. The 
one-point compactification Y may be regarded as a quotient space of Z under the 
projection which leaves points of X fixed and sends the ends into the point at infinity. 
Following Hopf [4] again we can represent the ends of X by sequences (x,,) of 
points of X for which X contains a divergent sequence ( W,,) of compact continua 
such that W, contains x, and x,,, , for each n. As Hopf shows these are precisely 
the sequences in X which converge in Z to ends. We refer to them as Freudenthal 
sequences. For example, take X to be the real line. The sequence given by x, = n is 
’ The sequences (x,,) and (,v,,) are said to be Cauchy-equivalent if p(x,,, .v,,) +O, where p is the metric. 
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Freudenthal, while the sequence given by x, = (-1)“n is divergent but not 
Freudenthal. 
We can now adapt, for the end-point compactification, the definitions we made 
for the one-point compactification. Thus let X be a connected noncompact Rieman- 
nian manifold, and let 4 be a smooth real-valued function on X. We describe the 
pair (z, c) as critical, where z E Z -X and c E [w, if z can be represented by Cauchy- 
equivalent Freudenthal sequences (x,) and (y,) in X such that (i) 4(x,)+ c and 
(ii) (]4’(y,,)/\ + 0. We also say that z is a critical end of 4 at level c. For example 
--OO and +CE are critical ends of exp( -x’) at level zero, where x E Iw. If 4 is uniformly 
continuous, we can take (x,) = (_y,,). The extended critical set M c Z x R is defined 
to consist of the critical points in the ordinary sense together with the critical ends. 
The natural projection from Z to Y determines a natural projection from M to 
L, since critical ends project into critical points at infinity, but the latter projection 
is not necessarily surjective. 
2. Relative category 
Recall that a subset of a topological space is said to be categorical if it is contractible 
in the space. Also that a space is said to be locally categorical if every point admits 
a closed categorical neighbourhood. For example, consider the interior of a manifold 
with boundary (see [9, 111). Both the one-point and end-point compactifications 
are locally categorical. 
The category cat X of a space X is defined to be the least number of closed 
categorical sets required to cover X, if that number is finite, otherwise the category 
is said to be infinite. A lower bound for cat X is the index of nilpotency of the 
reduced cohomology ring k*(X), for any cohomology theory H*. 
The relative category cat(A; X) of a subspace A of X is defined to be the least 
number of closed categorical sets required to cover A, if that number is finite, 
otherwise the relative category is said to be infinite. A lower bound is the index of 
nilpotency of the image of fi*(X) in h*(A), under the homomorphism induced 
by the inclusion. Among the elementary properties of the relative category we recall 
(see [5]) that if fi is a deformation of idx, then 
cat(f,A; X) 3 cat(A; X). (I) 
The first of our main theorems, to be stated in Section 4, involves the relative 
category cat(X; Y), where Y is the one-point compactification, and the second 
involves cat(X; Z), where Z is the end-point compactification. Of course these 
relative categories are not invariants of the ordinary homotopy type of X but of 
the proper homotopy type. We always have that 
cat(X; Y) S cat(X; 2) Scat X. 
The second inequality is obvious while the first follows from consideration of the 
natural projection from Z to Y. In many cases Z reduces to Y, for example (see 
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[3]) when X is a product of noncompact spaces. Furthermore cat(X; Y) = cat(X; 2) 
whenever the number of ends of X is finite, by the arguments given by Fox in [2], 
especially (21.1) and (22.2). In situations where the ordinary category can be 
calculated it is usually possible (see [ 11) to calculate these relative categories as well. 
As an illustration, consider the real or complex projective n-space P” (n = 
132,. . . ). We arrange that P’ c P2 c . . . in the usual way. Take X to be the open 
manifold obtained from P”+’ by removing a point. Then Y = Z can be identified 
with P”+’ itself, and since X contains P” as a deformation retract we have 
cat(X; Y) = n + 1, the relative category of P” in P”+‘. 
3. Gradient flows 
We turn now to the situation where X is a complete connected Riemannian 
manifold which is not compact and 4 is a smooth real-valued function on X, 
bounded below. As usual we write X, = 4-‘(-00, c], where c E Iw. Although from 
now on our procedure follows closely that used in modern treatments of the 
Lusternik-Schnirelmann theory, for example that of Schwartz [ 101 or of Palais [7], 
there are some significant differences. The relevant portion of the argument is as 
follows. 
Consider the subsets W, of X (k = 1,2,. . .) consisting of points x such that 
II4’(x)II < L/k. A s in [7] or [lo] we construct gradient flows f: on X (t E R) such 
that 4f:(x) is monotone nondecreasing in t. Moreover if p is the metric on X, then 
Pkf~(x))~ 2(k+ l)kl 
for all x E X. Finally if f:(x) E W, for all t E [s, 01, where s 4 0, then 
&(x)=4(x)+s. 
Now given c E Iw we consider the subsets U, of X consisting of points x such 
that (i) /4(x) - c( < l/k2 and (ii) ff(x) E W, for some t E [-2/k*, 01. Note that if 
XEX,+,- U,, where O<e<l/k*, then ~(x)~c+~<c+l/k*, and so f:(x)& W, 




Therefore fkI(Xc+F - U,) c X,_,. 
Now let V be a neighbourhood of 15, = K’(c) n L in Y x R, where c E R, and let 
U = CL-’ VC X. I assert that U, c U for some k. For suppose otherwise. Choose 
pk E U, for each k so that pk r? U and then choose t E [-2/k’, 0] for each k so that 
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qk =f:( pk) E W,. Now {4( pk)} is bounded, hence {4(qk)} is bounded, and Y is 
compact. Therefore (+!r(qk)) admits a subsequence which converges to a critical point 
(y, b) E Y x R. The corresponding subsequence of ($( pk)) also converges to (JJ, b), 
since p(pk, qk) + 0. Hence b = c, since 4(pk)+ c, and so (y, b) E L,.. But V is a 
neighbourhood of (y, b) and $(pk) E V for all k. Thus we have a contradiction, and 
so U, c U for some k, as asserted. 
Although the argument has been given for the one-point compactification, only 
notational changes are necessary to adapt it to the end-point compactification. 
4. The main theorems 
The first of our main theorems is 
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a complete connected Riemannian mantfold which is not compact. 
Suppose that the one-point compacttfication Y of X is locally categorical. Let 4 be a 
smooth real-valuedfunction on X which is bounded below. Then the number of ordinary 
critical points of r$ plus the number of critical points at infinity is not less than the 
relative category cat(X; Y). 
Thus if 4 has no ordinary critical points, the theorem asserts that 4 has at least 
cat( X; Y) critical points at infinity. For example the exponential function exp : R + R 
has no ordinary critical points but has a critical point at infinity at level zero. 
The second of our main theorems is similar, except that the end-point compac- 
tification replaces the one-point compactification. 
Theorem 4.2. Let X be a complete connected Riemannian manifold which is not compact. 
Suppose that the end-point CompactiJication Z of X is locally categorical. Let 4 be a 
smooth real-valuedfunction on X which is bounded below. Then the number of ordinary 
critical points of 4 plus the number of critical ends is not less than the relative category 
cat(X; Z). 
Thus if C$ has no ordinary critical points, the theorem asserts that C$ has at least 
cat(X; Z) critical ends. In fact, after the preparatory work we have done, the proof 
of Theorem 4.2 is so similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1 that it can reasonably be 
omitted. Even when cat(X; Y) and cat(X; Z) are equal the information contained 
in the second theorem is different from the information contained in the first. If 
however there is just one end, so that Y = Z, then the second theorem implies the first. 
To prove Theorem 4.1 when the relative category is finite, write cat(X; Y) = n. 
Lets, (k=l,2,..., n) be the family of subsets of X such that cat(A; Y) 2 k. Thus 
S,~S*~...~Sn. Also let mk, where k s n, be defined by 
mk = inf sup 4A, 
where A runs through the members of Sk. Thus m, c rn,s. . .4 m,. I assert that, 
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under the stated conditions, (i) each of these minimax values mk is attained on the 
extended critical set L and (ii) either L is infinite or the sequence is strictly monotonic. 
This being so we obtain IL1 2 n, as required. The proof when the relative category 
is infinite is essentially the same. 
In the case of (i) we suppose, to obtain a contradiction, that c = mk E n-L for some 
k, Then L, is empty and so for some E > 0 there exists an isotopy J; of idx such 
that fix,+, = XC_,, as we have seen in Section 2. Now Sk contains a subspace A of 
X such that cat(A; Y) 2 k. Since A c Xc+, we havef,A = XC_, and so cat(f,A; Y) < 
k. But f; extends to an isotopy g, of id y such that g,A =f,A, and so we have a 
contradiction with (1). 
In the case of (ii) we use the assumption that Y is locally categorical, hence 
Y xR is locally categorical. If L,. is a finite set, for some CE R, then each point 
zj E L, admits a categorical closed neighbourhood in Y x Iw. Since Y x Iw is normal 
each q can be shrunk while remaining categorical and so we may assume that the 
neighbourhoods V, are disjoint. Thus the union V of these shrunken neighbourhoods 
is a categorical closed neighbourhood of L,. in Y x [w. So U = I)-‘(V) is closed 
categorical in Y x R and hence in Y, by projecting onto the first factor. In other 
words cat( U; Y) = 1. 
Suppose then that m, = c = mk+r for some value of k, and that L, is finite. Then 
S, contains a subspace A of X such that cat(A; Y) 2 k + 1. Since A = Xc+, there 
exists, as in Section 3, an isotopy A of idx such that f,A c fi U u Xc-,. Hence 
cat(f,A; Y)G cat(f, U; Y)+cat(X,._,; Y) 
= 1 +cat(X,._,; Y) G k, 
by subadditivity. On the other hand f; extends to an isotopy g, of id, such that 
f,A = g,A, and so cat(f,A; Y) 2 k + 1, by (1). Thus we have obtained a contradiction 
and so L,. must be infinite. 
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